WHITES
JO LANDRON MUSCADET, “AMPHIBOLITE”, loire, france
Amphibolite - a metamorphic stone, with a high concentration of iron and magnesium, prevalent in the vineyards.. Jo Landron is
the godhead of biodynamic winemaking in the Loire Valley, this wine is low in alcohol and high in acidity and mineral salts. We dig
it’s delicious mashup of citrus peel, pear and stone
LIVIO FELLUGA PINOT GRIGIO, friuli-venezia giulia, italy
Livio Felluga, who just turned 101 years-old(!), is a living legend who helped define winemaking in Friuli. Livio Felluga Pinot Grigio
remains the absolute benchmark for real Pinot Grigio. Organically grown on the mountain slopes of Collio Orientali, bright, clean &
quaffable… in our world is the only Pinot Grigio that matters
NUEMAYER ENGELBERG, GRÜNER VELTLINER, traisental, austria
Ludwig Nuemayer knows how to terrace steep slopes into submission, his wines come from Austria’s hottest up-&-coming region
and display all the precision and clarity of the best Austrian wines. Spicy with limestone minerality this wine has fruit playfully
boxing acidity on a razor’s edge
FRANÇOIS PINON VOUVRAY ‘LES TROIS ARGILES’ loire valley, france
The wines of François Pinon are considered among the finest of Vouvray. Trois Argiles has a delicate sweetness upfront that gives
way to a beautiful citrus finish that resonates outward. It has flavors reminiscent of apples and quince with a slightly spicy accent.
Unlike most people we encounter out at bars, it is charming when drunk young
FIELD RECORDINGS JURASSIC PARK CHENIN BLANC, santa ynez valley
No one sneaks on to our list with two by-the-glass wines without doing something special. Sun-lit Ectoplasm color. Beautifully
balanced aromas of Anjou pear, lemon, apple and almond cookies.
LIOCO CHARDONNAY,”RIO”, sonoma county
Full, balanced, not over-oaked. Pear & toasted pumpkin seeds finishing with smoky minerality, already lives where California Chard
is moving to…
MATTHIASSON CHARDONNAY, napa valley
Matthiasson’s Linda Vista Chard is crafted for balance in chardonnay’s yin yang of over-ripe and under-ripe fruit… ridiculously
seductive nose of green apple, peaches, melon and honey. Whole-cluster pressed with great care to preserve minerality, powerful &
elegant
REDS
FOLK MACHINE PINOT NOIR, central coast
If you are reading this, there is a good chance you are here on an online date, stop reading and just order the Pinot. It’s going to
happen anyway. You have enough racing thru your mind to start getting fancy or experimental with your wine choices. Fortunately
we have your back (with the wine anyway) this Pinot is delicious & slightly spicy on the finish, probably more fun than your last 5
dates put together
CHERMETTE BEAUJOLAIS “COEUR de VENDANGES”, GAMAY, beaujolais, france
How deep is your love? PART III…this rare, atypical cuvee dubbed, “heart of the harvest”, is the kind of wine we like to drink loads
of… gamay is lighter-style by nature but rich and ripe, black fruit, with a long finish. From two 100-year old vineyards.
GD VAJRA NEBBIOLO LANGHE piedmonte, italy
Our favorite grape from one of our favorite producers. This is the little sister (or brother!) of your best friend that you ignored for
years and then you run into them in the real world, all grown up and you realize not only are they smart & funny…but you are
clueless. Young and sexy
UNLITRO GRENACHE, CARIGNAN, ALICANTE BOUSCHET, roccatederighi, maremma, italy
From a timeless and ancient corner of the Tuscan coast, this beautiful wine is made by Elisabetta Foradori who might be the best
winemakers working in Northern Italy. Unlitro is honest and unpretentious and pairs beautifully with cheese & meat

REVÉILLE CÔTE CATALANES / CARIGNAN “FRANC TIREUR”, roussillon, france
Sometimes we do not find our wine, the wine finds us (and rocks our world) we LOVE what natural winemaker,
Frances Crispeels has done with her century old Carignan vineyard. This wine is vibrant and fresh despite the ancient vines,with a
killer mix of raspberry, red currents & black pepper. The final distinct salty, mineral quality slays us
FREDI TORRES PRIORAT, gratallops. spain
Fredi ‘Fresquito’ (literally ‘the Fresh One’) Torres was born in Galicia. Grew up in Swizterland, was an internationally known DJ
who mixed with House legends Frankie Knuckles and Carl Cox. Got bored of the party scene and left to study winemaking in
Switzerland and France before buying a tiny estate in Priorat. He now makes balanced elegant, biodynamic Priorat wines. He is a
favorite amongst top London restaurants and we might be the only people in SF championing his wines.
SCHOLIUM PROJECT PETITE SIRAH/CABERNET/SYRAH,“GARDENS OF BABYLON” suisun valley
Burly, and muscular like a carnival strong man who reads Martin Heidegger when he is not performing (and has a mustache that
makes women swoon.) The 50% Petite Sirah is co-fermented with the 43% Cab to give this wine layered complexity
FIELD RECORDINGS CABERNET SAUVIGNON, “NEVERLAND”, santa barbara county
Layers of black currant, spearmint, bacon, smoked cedar planks and tobacco. Probably had you at bacon, right? And you are no
longer even reading this description. From the fabled Grassini Vineyard, located in Happy Canyon. Why “happy” canyon? Because
is was the location of the only working still for miles around during Prohibition
ROSE
LIQUID FARM ROSE, happy canyon of santa barbara
Very few wineries come out of nowhere and do everything right, Liquid Farm makes it look easy… like Led Zeppelin’s When the
Levee Breaks. Classic and fresh, with mineral verve, fleur de sel and a crack of raspberry. Unanimously, our favorite California Rose
this year…sold out everywhere, except right here
LA CROIX DU PRIEUR ROSE, cotes de provence, france
We are approaching rose season at warp speed, time to calibrate your palate to what classic provencal rose tastes like. Could only
be more perfect if we were actually in the south of France, made with Grenache, Cinsault and Syrah, from a plot that belonged to
the monks of the Abbey of Saint Victor in Marseille in the Middle Ages
CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
CHAMPAGNE HENRIOT BRUT NV
Our history and relationship with the Henriot Family goes back decades, there is much to love in this Non-Vintage Brut, which
features a relatively high proportion of Chardonnay; no Pinot Meunier; and 20% reserve wine, starting with a nose of smoky
minerals, it offers a delightfully crunchy-yet-creamy, slaw-like amalgam of fresh apple, celery root, grapefruit and almond, to which
a whiff of elder flower adds aromatic allure. The lush mid-palate takes a turn, even as tart citric electricity give it even greater
impact, leading to a luscious finish that irresistibly urges one take the next sip. Can you tell someone here loves champagne?
M. BONNAMY CREMANT DE LOIRE (SPARKLING), loire, france
Chenin Blanc (our favorite!), Chardonnay, Cab Franc super sexy strawberry aroma meets creamy texture
M. BONNAMY ROSE CREMANT DE LOIRE (SPARKLING), loire, france
100% Cab Franc bright fruit, hint of summer peach, finishes with a long with mineral tease
LA CAUDRINA MOSCATO D’ASTI, piemonte, Italy – 500ml btl
Moscato went from little known to popular, to terrible, overnight. Our Moscato D’Asti rewinds to finer place, walking along 800year old, stone streets in Alba at 11 PM in the crisp October air… Delicious, delicate sweetness that finishes semi-dry… a decidedly
perfect ending to any evening
SHERRY
‘LA GUITA’ HIJOS De RAINERA MANZANILLA, sanlucar de barrameda, spain
GUTIERREZ COLOSIA, FINO ‘EN RAMA’, el puerto de santa maria, spain
EQUIPO NAVAZOS FINO ‘EN RAMA’, el puerto de santa maria, spain
VALDESPINO, AMONTILLADO “TIO DIEGO”, jerez, spain
GUTIERREZ COLOSIA, OLOROSO, el puerto de santa maria, spain

BEER ON TAP
SAINT ARCHER WHITE ALE, san diego
MODERN TIMES “CITY OF THE SUN” IPA, san diego
FOUNDERS BREAKFAST STOUT -super limited- grand rapids
CIDER
2014 SCAR OF THE SEA, CALIFORNIA HARD CIDER – 375ml btl
CYRIL ZANGS BRUT 2013 CIDRE – 750ml btl
CYRIL ZANGS ‘EASY CIDER’ CIDRE BRUT! -limited- 750ml btl
NON-ALCOHOLIC
SAN BENEDETTO SPARKLING WATER
SICILIAN LEMON SODA
CHINOTTO NATURAL ITALIAN COLA
TOFINO WINES BOTTLE LIST
Walk on over to our retail store where we have more than 700 wines available to enjoy at the bar for a $15 corkage fee. We would
also be happy to do that for you. Please ask if we can help you find a great wine from California, France, Italy, Spain or Austria.
Our retail selection has been recognized as outstanding and very well-priced in both the SF Chronicle and Wine&Spirits
Magazine.
HIGHLY-ALLOCATED RESERVE LIST
We are proud to offer a rotating list of wines that are sold only in top restaurants at the request of the wineries. Our ‘highly
allocated’ list is a chance to drink the best of the best, priced below the normal restaurant (or typical wine bar!) mark-up.
We believe these carefully chosen wines are unique and among the top wines in the world.
2013 PEAY CHARDONNAY, SONOMA COAST
2013 SANDHI ‘BENT ROCK VINEYARD’ CHARDONNAY, STA RITA HILLS
2014 CLOS ROCHE BLANC TOURAINE SAUVIGNON BLANC, LOIRE FRANCE
2013 CERITAS ‘ELLIOTT VINEYARD’ PINOT NOIR
1997 TURLEY ‘HAYNE VINEYARD’ ZINFANDEL
2010 CHAPELLE ST THEODORIC ‘LE GRAND PIN’ CHATEAUNEUF-du-PAPE
2013 MATTHIASSON CABERNET FRANC
2012 FAVIA CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2012 FAVIA LA MAGDALENA CABERNET SAUVIGNON/CABERNET FRANC

